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Foreword

When I think of  summer, I think of  freedom. 

Growing up in the 80s meant that when sum-
mer began we were feral, wild, ungoverned, 
and unsupervised. Me, and the kids in my 
neighbourhood spent our mornings in the park 
under the warming sun, afternoons running the 
fields and forests behind our houses where the 
raspberry canes scratched our racing legs, and 
evenings playing road hockey as the sun slowly 
slipped below the horizon. 

Our only interaction with the adult world was our quick sojourns home 
for meals, and then back outside to run off, like pack animals, to our 
next adventure. 

When I think of  summer, I immediately get nostalgic. Can you relate?

Think back to your summers as a kid. No concerns. No rules. No 
borders or boundaries? Just pure fun. 

It was with this in mind that I selected the poems for this issue.

The poems selected are diverse and moving, funny and poignant, and 
many are imbued with this same sense of  nostalgia that summer brings. 

I hope that you love these poems as much as I do, and I hope your 
summer is filled with wonder, excitement, stillness, joy, reflection, 
freedom and fun.

Michael McCourt 
Guest Editor
goodwords.substack.com
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The Arctic Before Me

 Scott Grigsby-Lehmann

This place cradles
Whale History.
Silent, searching,
Immense.

Ice cracked bones and once battened boards,
Lie bleached, strewn, still.
Sentenced here
to Lichen-Time.

Tales rendered, murmured by weathered winds
Audience of  enduring, horizontal willows
low, huddled,
and young cotton grasses
graceful, nodding.

Across a rocky footing,
Granite old,
I am pulled.
First, away from people, companions,

Then, towards openness.
To hear the bone story
Of  Whales and Whalers,
Of  whispers and woes.

To allow this Place
to receive me.
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Away, across, towards,
     nearer, . . . . . gentle slope,
             . . . Pond.
           Reflection.
         Reflecting.
By this ancient, infant shore,  
stones and sky shimmer.  
and…….something else  
     Surrounds me,  
      Calms me,  
      Holds me  
      with tangible pressure.  

     Surrendering,  
     I am shaking with slow tears.  

Travelling with this land,  
I breathe into It, . . . then  
Inhale the entire World,  
and Transform.  

Inwards,  
Beyond understanding,  
I am Forever,  
I am Now,  
I am Changed.
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Parting
 for Manong Jun

 Kired Quidangen

a worthy voice, like salve, like oil
a smile that now outshines everything:

the stars, the glinting river crossing
at the height of  the dry season

his hands homely in earth
keeper of  seeds and souls, anointing

in his stead relentless sorrow
a spilling void

he left his rubber boots where
he always left them, caked in mud

they will always be there if
I can help forever Let us pray: 
 
I am thine, O Lord, for he is yours
Wholly, wholly, wholly! He is yours.
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Summer Camping in New York

 Jesse Suess

Morning–
quiet and the generosity of  leaves,
taking only the light they need
and letting what’s unused
filter through.

Afternoon–
the startled eruption
of  a heron from the marshy
edge of  the pond
and the sudden silence
of  its wings.

Night–
the frenzy of  frogs
echoing their songs
off  the humid air
like a waterfall
of  bouncy balls.
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August on the Canal Trail

 Jesse Suess

The crickets
and cicadas
sizzle in the
evening humidity
having simmered
off  the day’s
appetite

and the turtles
swallow what’s
left of  the sun,
stacked up
and splayed out,
the little ones
on top of  the big ones,
the big ones on top
of  the dead
logs and rocks.

The wild grass
blooms as soft
and bright
as a rabbit’s ear,
bending
down to listen
for the crunch
of  our oncoming
footsteps.
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On the way back
you find a katydid
laying sideways
in the pea gravel,
and coax it
onto a stick
to examine
the leafy texture
of  its wings
and the exquisite
thinness of  its legs.

And from the other
bank, rows
of  homemade
docks flash their
toothy grins
and an eyeful
of  backyard
windows sneak
a dark wink
our way.
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The Summer Heavy on Us

 Steve Denehen

I was much younger then
he was younger too

we stood in the garden
the summer heavy on us

I held a beam steady on the sawhorse
it took all of  my strength

my father stood beside me
sawing, expertly

hypnotised by the rhythm
my grip loosened

the beam seesawed
my father grunted

I said that I was sorry
he said that it was alright

I looked at his hand
the ragged gash across it

the blood, in the sunshine
was almost orange

he didn’t seem to notice
just sawed on
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afterwards I asked him
if  it was painful

you get used to it
is what he told me

I had no idea what he meant
at the time

Heatwave

 Steve Denehen

A heatwave
the first in years
we sit in the garden
the heat sitting on us

we have bought a small swimming pool
a paddling pool really
my daughter has wild adventures in it
dives for treasure in it
meets mermaids
fights crocodiles in it
it is about eight inches deep

it is too hot to cut the grass
to walk along the canal
to do much
of  anything at all
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even as I sit
I feel tingles
as sweat trickles
down the backs of  my calves

what a run, what a summer
the phone rings
my father
we talk
he sends confusion down the line
I receive it
gentle as I can

he asks me what day it is
I tell him
he tells me that everything has changed
I agree with him
he tells me that he can’t remember heat like this
but then reminds me
and himself
that he can’t remember much of  anything anymore

I don’t know what to say
and I am quickly uncomfortable
even though silence
is always easy between us

in the end I tell him that he is right
that there never has been heat like this
I hear him smile
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Little Silver by Boglarka Kiss & Ellena Deeley 
Digital Image from Polaroid Type 88 (square) Peel-Apart Film
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Latewood

 Richard Bramwell

Circles of  seasons
are revealed, after the axe:
sunlight’s fingerprint.
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En Vacances in Quebec City

 Lisa Timpf
 
I’ve always appreciated
a tall, cold beer 
on a water-beading-the-glass kind of  day
but there’s something about summer
that brings out the best in it

like the time we spent a few days
in Quebec City
to wander the Plains of  Abraham 
and contemplate loss,
and I remember hearing

the clipclop of  horse hooves on cobbles
rising up to the window 
of  our small walkup room,
how that sound lulled us 
to sleep as carriages

ferried tourists
through the quiet streets—
at La Citadelle
we watched the Van Doos 
drilling in the blazing heat

and later
we marveled
at the antics of  the buskers
performing in the streets.
One afternoon, we sought out 
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a patio, and ordered some beers,
and sat, soaking it all in—
the sun, the entertainment, the breeze—
and the cold draft
served in an open glass

in the open air
opened our hearts again
to the taste and sight
and sound and feel
of  summer.

Watching Softball

 Lisa Timpf
 
it became a rite of  summer, those seasons
my brother played men’s softball,
to attend the weekend tournaments held
in small towns around our county

the events drew a core of  the same teams
with a few newcomers, and we became as familiar
with the opposing players as with the actors
on our favourite TV shows

the pitchers, each with their own
idiosyncrasies, the catcher with the short fuse,
the streetwise third basemen, the shortstops
patrolling their turf  with swagger or quiet confidence
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every tournament had
its own drama, and double-knockout
was my favourite format, always
offering a chance to claw your way back

I don’t remember the scores,
but I remember little things, 
like the way my mom’s crocheted blankets
softened the discomfort of  those hard bleachers,

how infield patter and chatter rose and fell
like an offbeat harmony, the smell of  fresh-cut grass 
and french fries, the crack of  bat on ball,
the way softball stood as a metaphor for living,

the games’ outcome demonstrating
that life, like an umpire’s call, isn’t always fair,
but that hard work and talent
will often win the day; 

that lady luck can deal a wild card
though you’d best not count on it;
and more importantly, that it’s never over
until the final out
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the gift of  a memory that doesn’t exist  

 BEE LB

nine years and two months—give or take—
before i was born, my mother stands 
with the father of  her first child 
in front of  a powder blue retrovan (before it was retro)

her smile is blurred beyond recognition, 
but his shining white grin announces the excitement. 
his arms are around her waist and her arms are around 
his arms and she is leaning back against him 

in a way that betrays her trust— implicit 
and undeserved. i’m getting ahead of  myself  here. 
who’s to say what is deserved? but i recognize the tilt 
of  her hips, the way she entrusts her weight to his arms. 

i keep coming back to her smile— is it there? 
she’s wearing a baby pink dress that is, in her own words, 
uncharacteristic. it’s something i would wear, would slip 
from its hanger in her closet and try it on in secret, 

would fold up small enough to fit in my bag 
and keep it for myself, if  she still had it. 
she looks beautiful in it. i can’t tell 
if  she’s happy. i’m sure she is, 
but is she? was she? 

the picture is taken from a balcony above. 
her sister? a friend? that memory is lost to her 
just as it is to me.  there’s an old slugbug parked 
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opposite the van (though at the time, it wasn’t old)

i wonder if  she got him for it. if  her small fist made any
connection. all the cars are rusted. the grass is browning. 
she is either wearing stockings, or her legs have yet 
to be kissed by sun. there is a promise waiting to be held. 

the sun is shining, but not on them. his grin stretches 
across his face, too distant to be seen as handsome. 
her smile is blurred out of  existence.
is it there? was she there?

i am made comfortable          

 BEE LB

with a little bit of  grime, dirt under the nails, 
though not enough to be felt. the walls turned 
green with sickly ivy, a dusty horizon overtop 
the buildings, the smell of  salt in the air 

meaning freedom, or else escape, though 
there is little distance between the two. 

when i see myself  in the world it is in the 
rotting docks leading out to endless water. 
hazy dreams offering up another chance 
of  becoming motion. the trees towering 

tall as anything, taller than everything, 
stretching so far they seem rigid 
with weight. 
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the way a filling station offers you all; 
wedding dresses, dollar sodas, hunting 
rifles hand-placed on a yellowed sign, 
lit up despite the day’s hesitant light. 

weeks before, i slept so close to the ceiling 
i cried, imagining waking in the night and 
bashing my head without remembering. 
         after,
i slept on the floor, kept up by guilt reminding me
you were in the bed without me, your body gone
cold without my body to wrap around and the 
stutter in my chest suggesting this was a mistake. 

and it was. 
  but not yet. 

first, i would let my toes sink into the grass left
too long, turned dry with heat, the thought of  child
-hood to be sparked only later. first, i would let my eyes 
trace the distance, outlining each small house-made-shack, 
the endless shake-shingle setting something in me on edge. 

maybe just the memory of  poverty, supposed to be chased out 
so close to the ocean, somehow settling in out here in the boonies. 

each morning the promise of  coffee, the oversized mug, 
the italian cream. 

each morning the promise of  sunrise, after sleeping in 
someone else’s bed, shoulders sore and body aching awake. 

each morning the promise of  potential, the dirt road offering 
a chance to explore. the deer peeking up, movement halted, 
the three of  you frozen, attempting not to startle. 
but of  course they fled, and you watched, traced the white flecking 
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their rumps, the knot in your chest loosening until they made their way 
out of  sight. 

oh, then the hills, the car threatening to stall as it climbed, 
the whoop of  excitement when it crested. 

i can’t remember the birds. can you? 

i remember the stone paths straining my ankles, your 
barking laugh when i whined. i remember the way you stared
the first time you showed me the island. the way you wouldn’t 
let go of  my eyes. 

we traced the edge of  the earth with our heels, walked the endless 
path sewn for us. my breath left me when i saw the sky kiss the shore. 

every fear i held seemed to melt with the sun. my legs refused 
to hold me and i dropped, losing myself  in the promise of  the earth. 

i did not feel your hand on my shoulder, the other in my hair, 
my first mistake. the rest followed shortly—

but in that moment, i held the promise of  perfection. 
i forgot there was any need to breathe. 
every knot inside me loosened. 
for a moment, i was free.
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Dark August 
 after Derek Walcott

 BEE LB

August slips without a word, bringing a chill in the air, 
a faint whisper of  what’s to come. The way regret 
settles in halfway through the inciting moment, 
seeping the joy out of  impulse, tensing the muscles 
in preparation of  pain. Your body will stay golden 
for at least another week, but your sunken eyes 
are leading you towards cold, the end of  a season.

You did not accomplish whatever it is you set out to do,
that’s a given. Still, you can trace motivation through
your actions like a vein, guiding you through the slip of  time
which does not, will not, cannot ever stop. The end is not
approaching, you are free to settle in. Did you release your fear?

Did you slake your thirst, wearing bravery like a cape;
wishing for a moment you could see it spread behind you
like wings as the wind carried your body forward? No,
you did none of  that. I know, regret held you tight.
Your body cowered in place, watching the sun stretch
its way across the sky, and then slipping like a dream
over the edge of  the world, melting into a haze of  clouds.

Did you whisper in your aloneness that this is your gift?
The sky turning itself  to candy for your hungry mouth
to swallow into darkness. Your greed turning sky to night.

The sun will stretch itself  over the horizon in time,
breaking like an uneasy yolk across the sky’s white,
but your eyes will have long since been shut.
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Dandelion by Helen Gwyn Jones
Digital Image

You’ll wake gasping and cold, sure the world has turned
without you, spun itself  headlong towards fall. You’ll drag
the curtains from the window, swipe sleep from your eyes
like a child, expect to see fading life offering its last burst
of  colors, met instead with dying grass and a slate sky.

You will take it for granted, the coming of  day,
the whisper of  light, the heat seeping through like the start
of  a fever. Your list of  desires will double, your palms 
smearing against glass. I will forget to unfold the future 
in front of  you. You will settle for making the day like a bed.
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Chicken Salt

 Matthew Green

Traces of  aqua surf
Pinch the roof  of  my mouth
Our young bodies wrapped in towels
We stand dripping in the store
A short walk from the shore
And order more than our bellies can take
We are overzealous
Having found use for our golden change
We are oblivious 
To the Australian dollar
And what that means exactly
But we are learning  
In boardies and thongs
The day blasted across our faces
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Rent the Moon
 for Christine

 Mathieu Cailler

it’s time for a getaway
time to get out clothes 
made for other zip codes
and bathing suits that only 
want Jacuzzis

so, I head online with the hopes
of  finding a quaint place 
in Ojai or Los Olivos
something that will make us
drink wine in the afternoon
and loll in bed
without actual fatigue

but really if  I had my way—
I’d want to rent 
the moon for you

not when it was full, 
but when it was a waxing crescent

so we could rest in its hammock 

tell gravity to go to hell

stare at the planet 
we used to inhabit 

and wonder
if  we’d ever return
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Hare Today

 Jennifer Frankum

If  I were an ardent gardener,
the sight of  twitching whiskers
on fat rabbits, might disturb me.
As I am rather one to toss flower seeds
haphazardly, and hope for miracles,
I like the soft bodies in my yard,
their watchful eyes,
and oscillating ears.

While others whisper
“rabbit stew” and Google
recipes for same,
I wonder at fecundity,
try for some profundity,
and think my poem hops
in random fashion.

Cottontails leap
from noun to verb, 
without a rhyme to be found
on lawn or page,
yet plenty of  assonance
to stir trouble,
and see this poem
to its fluffy
end.
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July

 Jennifer Frankum

In a little town, 
in the yard of  an old brick home
a bonneted girl in sprigged dress
stands halfway up a ladder 
leaning against a tree.

I cannot see a basket—
perhaps she holds
fruit in her apron,  
placing each orb 
carefully in the linen 
so as not to bruise the flesh.

A girl on the lawn 
picks from branches near the earth.
She tilts her head--
her eyes look up.

This tableau against the lowering sun
in the humid afternoon
lingers in my mind
makes me wonder
if  the girls spoke as they gathered, 
and what they talked of  if  they spoke. 

And if  now at dusk they settle into bed,
on straw mattress, feather tick, 
a harvest in the cellar 
pies for threshers 
golden as the sun.
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They listen to birds 
whose songs they recognize
at the window
in the last of  evening’s light.

Perhaps they laugh 
at a misunderstanding 
a lilting song of  beauty
in the gathering dark.
 
I will never know their names--
they will be Rachel and Leah 
double summer blossoms
in the languid heat.

The Girl With the Tulips by Boglarka Kiss & Ellena Deeley 
Digital Image from Polaroid Type 88 (square) Peel-Apart Film
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Married at the end of  summer

 Jerrod Laber

Dancing in September
on the grave of  August,
all of  heaven gathered
at the tips of  our toes
as we ascend the steps
of  October where the sun
remains high despite 
the approach of  autumn,
locking our hands and
making a vow to run— 
run!—from winter.

In the backyard with grandma

 Jerrod Laber

Your eyes are bright and wide despite
the gray fade of  this old black and white 

photo; your warm, closed-mouth smile 
tender like the memory of  our spring and 

summer days, playing wiffle ball in the
backyard, underhanded pitches right down

the middle, the strain of  seven decades stowed 
away under the loose fit of  floral day gowns. 

I remember perfectly the plastic crack of  the bat,
ball in the gutter, where long after our games it sat. 
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Beds of  diamonds
 after Carlisle Floyd

 Jerrod Laber

Ain’t it a pretty night 
the wind sings to me
an airy and buoyant soprano
echoes of  a major seventh,
indigo beds of  diamonds glistening 
overhead in the evening twilight,
the summer vanishing 
in this moment
pregnant and transitory.

Yellow and white

 Jerrod Laber

Blooms of  yellow and white
 that match the color 
  of  mother’s hair

casting shadows from the bright
 sun, clothing my face 
  pale and bare,

these growing petals 
 wrapping me in her scent,
  a proxy embrace 
   among mulch and pebbles
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The Healing Forest

 Renee Cronley

The promise of  warmth on bare skin
leads me away from the insulated walls 
I made my cage during the winter months

I’m drawn to the freedom of  the forest 
where the clock is silent along twisting trails
with choirs of  birds serenading the arrival
of  vistas dressed in various shades of  green
embellished with wildflowers and berry bushes
new scents and textures that refresh the palate
of  a mind enslaved to the urban volume

Lulled by water washing softly over stones
letting go of  tensions I didn’t know I had
as they fall away with each quiet crunch
of  leaf, rock, and earth underfoot

Beneath these perpetual summer skies
the woods exhale their wellness secrets 
so I come here to breathe them in
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The Beach

Paulette West

Walk along the shore
Waves lapping the line
Sand beneath one’s feet

Being pulled from underneath
Cool, fresh, tickling.
A footprint left that
Swiftly disappears

Like time........

Discovering the shale
Finding fossils hidden

Compressed between grey layers
Forms from another time

Trilobites, sea shells, origins
Of  the beach before time.
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Shale Island

 Paulette West

Looking out to the island
Where once metal palm trees stood
Weathered, patinated by
Mother Nature’s moods.
Her forceful energy 
Weakened their stance
Wind, frozen water, charging
On the shale they lay
To be later taken away.
At rest on sculptor’s ground 
Far from nature’s impulsiveness.
The island defined in summer
By a flag, marking presence
Waving the direction of  the wind
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Beach Sand

 Nolcha Fox

You, the summer sunset
glistening on wet skin.
A patina of  sand 
and goosebumps
my fingers touched
on purpose.

Me, awkward in your
too-big sweatshirt.
Beach sand gritty, 
spotted with tar,
stuck between 
my toes.

Our first time
together, almost
at an end, we
sat in your car,
beach sand settling
on the floor boards.

You are thousands
of  miles away. Kids
and grandkids
fill your life. But if
you walk along the ocean,
pick up beach sand,
think of  me.
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Seaside Solstice 1 by Melissa Nunez
Digital Image
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Going to the Airport Is Like Going to Church

 Marissa Glover

Most people have been 
at least once or twice, but 
no one stays for long. Not even 
the faithful, who congregate 
before going about their business. 

Both collect money, and 
coffee helps keep folks 
awake. Prayers are said 
for loved ones; people cry 
tears of  joy, or pain. 

But it’s not a place 
people stay, unless 
they work there. Even then, 
they watch the clock—
hurry home. 

We’re only there to get somewhere else. 
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To Fall Flat         

 Satya Bosman

The time I gave a friend 
Jock of  the Bushveld, a bit of  South African culture
to fit in with his new girlfriend’s family

to which she proclaimed “the dog dies at the end”

The time I believed I looked young enough to enter
Love Island because a plumber told me so
“they say that to all the girls don’t you know”

One of  my milk teeth falling out
in my final year of  school
missing teeth are really not cool

The time a rotten pint of  milk smashed
during play rehearsals. Covered me head to toe
my last performance

except the time he said he only loved me
as a friend. 
That’s the time I put on my best show.
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Leave the light on

 Satya Bosman

The stillness of  a house forgotten.
The only sound the gong of  a clock
on the hour,
or an occasional stray visitor.

Threadbare carpets, chipped
silverware
Jelly moulds of  fish on the wall
Lily of  the Valley lingers

near a grandmother’s portrait,
by someone who was once important.
When you go,
leave the light on.
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A bloom awakens for coronation 

 Caitlin C. Baker

While the old growth dies in the winter,
the offspring sleeps beneath a blanket of  grief.
A seed sown in shadow only sees darkness.

Through barren spells, the shrunken shell slumbers
when the hardened earth has nothing to offer
but unwelcome half-hearted platitudes,

distant promises of  vernal thaw,
seeped with sacrificial blood and ancestral rot
to nourish a lush and fecund garden,

until the germ warmed by fertile ground
quickens inside its cradle of  loam
and springs forth from summer’s womb

to cherish the crown as she weighs the loss.
A member of  the candescent coronet,
the scarlet stamen points the finger,
erect as a bloodstained torch.
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Oklahoma State       
 State: a complete description of  the observable characteristics of  a  
 physical system

 Gary Reddin

I want to show you the deep red earth
guide your hands into this clay soil
that still echoes with tribal drums

find a twisted willow slowly dying
its guts spun ‘round by a forgotten tornado
and climb its firm limbs 

offer all these dying towns 
one last kiss before their roots
pull themselves apart and turn to ghosts

run wild through the wheat fields
sending all the grasshoppers alight
to fill your starless sky

sit quiet on the shore of  Eufaula
under a brass sun
and taste your fresh blackberry lips

keep you calm as the wall clouds roll in
watch the sky bruise under a summer storm
and feel the thunder in our ribcages

I want to give you a reason
to remain in this state
forever  
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East Hope Road

 Gary Reddin

I drove east on a road called hope
knowing it would take me  
to the anywhere of  the in-between
I’d find a field and slip under the barbed wire
look for coyote tracks
wonder about alternate realities
consider the way that people enter each other’s lives
at the wrong times 
in the right ways 
decide that none of  it really matters
because Emily told me once
that hope is the thing with feathers
and I can hear it singing its wordless song
a sparrow in some lonely willow
asking nothing 
of  me
of  you
of  anyone  
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A Clutch of  Marigolds by Boglarka Kiss & Ellena Deeley 
Digital Image from Polaroid Type 669 (square) Peel-Apart Film
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Motes of  bougainvillea

 Annie Cowell

We glowed like fireflies that night as we
danced. High in the mountains
 above ruined Bellapais,
where earlier you’d vowed 
your  ‘beautiful peace,’
we flickered amongst bougainvillea
 petals plucked for confetti; 
kicking up bare heels stained scarlet. 
We were a tribe of  moths
caught in pools of  moonlight, 
stars winking above us.
How small we were against sky and ocean
 stretching beyond Five Finger Mountain. 
The darkness was lavender - sweet scent
 of  early summer promises.
 How fragile our joy; each 
moment a mote of  memory. 

Later, when autumn clouds the sky
and blows leaves from the trees
we will sprinkle those motes in the rain.
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Last Frost

 Brian Dickson

It has a way of  creeping
in, towels and blankets

shrouding yarrow, false
indigo, oregano. The stay

is one night, the weight
a pulse as crisp as the first

breath of  cold. The temp
in the teens as life stalls

around you—you age
suddenly

as aftermath, as crystal
in the air.
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Drought

 Brian Dickson

The pond is down twelve feet.
We find the dog’s lost balls,
possum and raccoon bones.

Our skipping stones caught
in the mud-caked cracks,
each year’s lost teeth. 

The Heat

 Brian Dickson

You leave
the bedroom window open,

curtain slightly pulled, and
the streetlight shines

in your eye at three
different times. You note

the beauty of
flickering waves, unseen—

refuse to get up, strum
the music.
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Bluejays
 (for K.R.—with two lines from Mary Oliver)

 Brian Dickson

They fly un-
seen this mid
summer. Just
cries this morning.

If  those gods die
soon, cowboy, let
Lethe be damned
and dammed
with these blue spruce
outside my window.

Sometimes I know—
cowboy—
the hemorrhage
underneath my feet:
daisies, crabgrass,
rain lilies drenched
as your lungs.

Sometimes
I know nothing
of  the sacred except this
small anthem from the nursery,
notes of  what
will be saved,
what will be lost.
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Hayfield

 Brian Dickson

Believe me,
there are days

I want to be
the needle

in the haystack,
hayrolls like giant

buttermilk biscuits
drying in the sun.

Dole me out
sparingly in a drought.

Make sure the cattle
proceed field to field

and the tax man gets
his fair shake.
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Bodies all out

 DS Maolalaí

cyclists shoot 
like swallows,
swooping low
over cut grass,

and the air is brick-
dry, and dusty-
car gorgeous;
bodies all out

enjoying the fresh 
sunnish air, swaggering 
their shoulders,
their hot, thirsty,

need-a-shower
necks, carrying groceries,
wine, beer and fish,
wearing sunglasses

in tight clothes
and in loose clothes,
waiting at dusty 
traffic lights, 

watching cyclists,
drifting and dusty cars.
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I miss you as hubcaps

 DS Maolalaí

late july evenings, 
and now in the park
there are people all over
being out as night falls 
on their own. around them
the herds of  young deer 
stand at some cautious
distance, in the manner of  music 
you hear through a window 
when a car, passing, pauses 
at a corner or traffic light
and allows you a moment to hear. 
I am walking – I am thinking
of  not very much. you’re away – I suppose
I’m of  you. south there are mountains,
the river, the blue fade 
of  distance, and everywhere suburbs
which hunker down just 
behind trees and brick 
walls all directions. 
a young woman sits typing
on a bench on a laptop. 
a man is on skates, and a couple
are strapping their child to a pram. 
there are dogs. there’s a few 
groups of  germans. I miss you as hubcaps 
on roadsides miss wheels
at the site of  some long-over accident. 
as they sit and have grass
grow around them and through them, 
and brambles and other things like that. 
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Sweat and the smell

 DS Maolalaí

sweat and the smell
of  exhaust-pipes not 
softened by rainfall. I stand
and the bridge stitches
dublin to dublin. I’m looking 
at water – cool thin and liquorice-
black. it’s sunday. on both sides
red houses and newly-built 
buildings, apartments and offices. 
a bar or two, hostels and james
joyce’s dead-house which will soon
be another hotel. it all
seems a patchwork – in colour
and tone and in texture. 
a man drinks a bottle 
of  lager. a couple of  kids
fly by topless on bikes. 
sunlight renders dublin
a patch of  wild flowers; 
beautiful, crowded with bees. 
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Hard lines

 DS Maolalaí

walking the canal; 
afternoon, early April.
passing the new student 
housing, so recently risen 
from the rising damp
ground. these sugar-
white, fresh-built 
apartments and balconies,
bending necks downward
like swans into pondweed
as branches slope into
the water. and people
out picnicking – college students; 
late teenage and quite 
early twenties, rolling their makings
of  weed into cigarettes,
drinking their discount
white wine. light lands
on fresh skin in this early
spring weather. relaxes the eye;
marks out nothing with any 
hard lines. leaves bud,
bending, like the fresh stems
of  wine glasses. laughter 
which shimmers 
and shatters in the tinkle 
of  glass. 
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Butterfly enjoys apples and other fruit in the Butterfly House 
in Vienna by Jill Kalter

Digital Image
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The Orange
 -after Wendy Cope

 John T. Leonard

There were shards everywhere for a while
but then I climbed through the red clay of  restoration.  

You brushed me off  with a straw broom and we played the game 
of  gratitude and looped our favorite park five and a half  times.  
We walked through the door of  our home with a bag of  new books, 
artisan fridge magnets, the caffeine shimmers—an entire day 
ahead of  us.

Sometimes I’ll be packing my lunch and realize, for the last three days,
everything has worked out.  The way an orange is pre-sliced for whoever
wants to eat it.  The way the soft white glow of  the moon falls on the rain
gutters, as silent as the hidden sparrows in our neighbor’s ailanthus.

I think I was meant to share this sentiment, to piece it out like an orange
and give a little slice to everybody—to keep enough for myself, but give 
most of  it to you. 

It feels so new, to draw an arrow of  peace from my chest to our garden 
where your voice pushes the tomatoes and zucchini along, where you 
will look up and find me, a silly new poem written, my sense of  
 accomplishment 
leading me through the screen door to find you. And you’ll tell me to grab 
 a trowel.   

There are weeds to be unfastened.

Just to have you.  And this garden.  And some pink left in the sky.

What time we have left over—
With it, I’ll love you.
With it, I’ll be glad I exist.
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Semitropical 

 John T. Leonard 

hard to be cheerful     the acrid coffee    

the endless rain        invisible chokehold of  moisture 

   squeezing all rebellion from the air

unsure if  anyone is still breathing       avoiding the stars

  towers keep collapsing in this timeline 

large tremors all around the world     Kaiju rising from wreckage 

 more eruptions      in the name of  fathers      freedoms    

  peace       

why shouldn’t a ghost be there to carry me?

I tried to be a silver dollar        I tried to feed the songbirds

       but even they began to die      what remains 
  
  is ruined seed    crushed shells   low hanging air

hard to be cheerful    the opposite of  a melody in this earwig invasion     

 dual wielding scimitars   pillaging our cellar   shower head    kitchen

  the only war I will fight all summer       

this theme   this slow rekindling of  horror   feels rare
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 like a good sequel          I’d try to drown it out

  when the rain stops and the clouds clear    

 if  not for those strange lights in the sky    
     
     screaming their warnings

Weather Lore

 John T. Leonard

Twice, the red sky stole your warning.
There was fever in the trees, albino cardinals, 
and a flash of  light that cut right through the scene.
My place of  worship, erased. 
It was like something from a movie,
is something they only say in movies.
Spin the morning back to night;
dark streets where a shirtless man wheeled 
his shopping cart and placed Styrofoam
cups and elm twigs into the basket,
where, right at dawn, he turned himself
into the horizon and lit his discarded bounty 
on fire, where he tossed a road flare in the center,
and gave the summer sky its magenta haze.
Where he made the sidewalks look hungry.
This signal we should all be wary of.
You will close your eyes, and I will
mumble a prayer as I drive westward,
until the world regains its grey. 
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The Colors of  Light

 Nancy Smiler Levinson

1
pencil-thin pastels 
stand in swirled icing
I am five    six    seven
one more to blow on
for the coming year   along 
with my secret wish

2
on Fridays at sundown
we light small white tapers
in bequeathed silver candlesticks
carried in steerage by ancestors
whisper Shabbos prayers
blessings for tranquility    peace 

3
in my scattershot Greenwich Village digs  
hot pungent wax drips layers   
red    yellow   green on squat chianti bottles
my friends and I guzzle wine   
wallow reading the dark beat voices                    
of  Kerouac and Ginsberg
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4
watch on the dark wall the shadow 
of  a tiny flickering flame
a candle tub emitting lilac scent
a massage therapist 
works my impaired muscles              
recovering breast cancer patient 

5
kindle yahrzeit candle wicks 
the anniversary of  his untimely death
five    six    seven   years ago
with misty eyes I gaze the flames   
their golden glow hold dear the light 
every moment treasured 

6
each for one million    six white candles in blue glass 
on my synagogue bimah     let them glow against the darkness
of  these unfinished lives. . . we cherish the memory
of  those who died as martyrs    who died resisting  
who died in terror     they’re like the candles that shine 
from the darkness of  those years, and in their light we know what
goodness is*

*the italicized words by a blog writer under the penname Tevye
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In The Good Old Summertime

 Robert McCarthy

We followed the scout’s vector to the hive.
Hansel & Gretel at the papery
skull-house, crawling blackly with waspish life.
(Later that summer just a dry, empty thing:
grue-stiffened bandages; mummy’s windings.)

Never to return, that wasp ascendency.
Did the derelict hive (creaking gibbet,
lightly a-swing in the small wind) survive
one winter, or two?
              Like childhood. Curiously
gone-missing one day, lost through a failure
of  attention. What needed to be wrought,
was not. It lasted only as it was beheld. 

Should have shown it Gorgon’s time-disruptive
phiz, I guess. A stony immortality,
(postures of  stricken delight?) better than
vanishing, better than gone; yesterday’s
moonlight;
               like the wasp-stinger, plunged in the wobbly
toddler, a black needle in abruptly
eruptive flesh (red, metamorphic,
objective correlative of  the freeze-framed scream),
abandoned there by the assassin queen. 
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Summer Afternoon

 Robert McCarthy

Sumer is icumen in;
singeth loud the cuckoo.
Summer thunder, rattling its f/x tin-
sheet,-- tin almost the sky’s color
now, or is pewter maybe; puddled
metal in the swimming heat. And
that tune in your head looping
round and round: “All I’ve got’s this sunny
afternoon.” Or not even that
maybe; as, extravagantly,
a bruised horizon descends: mauve,
chartreuse, clouds black as hell’s roof, with seams
of  silver ore, frets of  forge sparks.

Summer thunder again, a chair
dragged across Thor’s floor, dragged again.
Chainsaws of  vertical lightning.
Sumer is icumen in; but she’s
jejune, an unsophisticated
country-wife dragging a chair
across the floor of  an enormous
room. Your windows are city-smudged;
sky might be blue clouds or smeary
something else: or smoke from a bellows?
or a small child mud-larking in puddles?
Summer’s music all tantaras
and smashed cymbals. (A chair dragged
repeatedly across a floor.)
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And all the birds in Oxfordshire
and Gloucestershire sing tit-willow,
tit-willow, and the hayricks
and the haycocks are on fire there.
Sumer is icumen in. Summer
thunder. (Did your girlfriend drive off
in your car? Not that you had either.)
Summer thunder. Someone dragging
a chair across the sky’s floor.
(The unhappiness of  Thor.)
Singeth loud the cuckoo. The sky
is a sunny black mistake. Tit-willow,
tit-willow. The sugar-addicted
mynah birds chase the breakfast
packets of  Dominos. Singeth loud
the cuckoo. The air so thick 
(with moisture) it must be swum through.
Heat lightning crackles; thunder dins
from rooves. And sumer is icumen
in. The rain it raineth every day,
tit-willow. And your heart still as empty
as your head. Sing willow, willow, will-o.
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Seaside Solstice 2 by Melissa Nunez
Digital Image
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The Osprey

 Ryan Trias

In silence the feathered overseer gestures 
toward the steady stream, a frigid home. 
Sierran trout waver in dance 
as my eyes follow the curves of  the river 
tethering the fish hawk’s path. The sun 
holds still, respecting his hunt. 
In aerial auger, surpassing freefall, 
the winged blur aims true. 
Clutched underfoot, his gleaning of  
Mother’s child once undulating 
as continuous energy among cold waters 
now rises, warming in a glorious bath of  light. 
An ascension as its new carrier waves away 
its kin and guides the gasping soul to rest. 
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Home for the holidays

 Bernard Pearson 

An autumn still  in love with summer
Brings back memories of   skies
That  smelt and felt like party food.
Of  a child that rang the bell of  life,
Every hot and holy day,
Climbing the banks, river horses we were,
Rearing from the living water,
Jam jarred to the hilt.
Stigmatas on each knee, so precious
They  would not heal,
Dangerous hair cuts and little else to recommend
Us to the company of  aunts and Sunday quietudes.
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Memories of  Home

 Kristin Houlihan

A fine layer of  white salt covers my skin. I brush my arms and it 
rises, a cloud of  dust swirling in the wind. I lick my lips and taste 
the ocean: 
HOME. 

Suddenly I’m ten again, my hair scrunchy with dried seawater, 
scalp and ears thick with sand. Sweet-smelling baby powder 
puffs up around me, tempering the discomfort of  the wet beach 
towel vigorously rubbing sand from my legs and feet. Like every 
day, she counts heads: pink scrunchie, orange scrunchie, green 
scrunchie (that’s me), and two little buzz cuts. Loaded down by 
beach chairs, boogie boards, and sand toys, everyone does their 
part, though not without complaint. The cooler, now empty of  
its peaches and plums, feels somehow heavier than it had this 
morning. The jug contains the gritty dregs of  powdered lemon-
ade, and NO-AD sunblock and a bag of  sandy cheese doodles 
peek out of  the beach bag. Someone trips over a towel, someone 
else cries because they forgot their shoes today and the blacktop 
burns their feet as we cross Ocean Avenue and head to the car. 
I shift the heavy beach chair—I’m so glad they added straps to 
these things!—and clutch my toddler brother’s hand, shepherd-
ing him along.

“MOM!”
I break from my reverie, heeding the urgent call to see the sand 
castle my own kids have built, glee as evident on their faces as 
the weariness sinking into my bones. And I silently thank my 
mother for braving the epic effort, the certain exhaustion, to 
share her love of  this place, for making the ocean an integral 
part of  who I am. For making it that wherever I find a body of  
salt water, I am home. 
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Home

 Ankit Raj Ojha

It is easier longing in absentia than
watching your beloved hometown fade
in instalments with each summer visit;

the majestic peepal tree of  your childhood—
once sacred, haunted, having stood
guard and witness to your bloodline—
now a giant plumeless scarecrow,
awaiting, by resigned consent,
uprooting by non-Hindu hands;

elders who like old gods reigned supreme
in their once-kingdom,
now pillaged ruins grown smaller
since they last blessed you in person;

streets once wide enough to
accommodate your wildest dreams
leaving room for more,
shrunken to shocking miniatures
too small to tread;

random acquaintances, flesh and blood
and fun and frolick in your fond recollections,
contaminating your memory by deviating
from your script promising happy endings;

the fading phantoms of  your ancient town
compelling you to yearn from safe distance.
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Music All Around

 Daithí Kearney

I sit near the sage in the morning
As bees perform their symphony
Taking nectar with the worldly wisdom
In everything that grows

I walk past fields of  cows sitting
Contented chewing the cud
Taking a break and slowing down
Not bothered by the crows

Who chose the very tallest trees
To build their lofty gallery
From where they survey all around
And cacophony compose

Sweeter by far are birds at dawn
Whose harmonies inspire
A moment’s pause that sometimes leads
To poetry and prose

I stare at the clouds in the gloaming
As birds sing gentle lullabies
Taking their cue from the setting sun
That brings each day to a close
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The Bee and the Sunflower by Helen Gwyn Jones
Digital Image
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A Seaside Stroll

 Daithí Kearney

Another wave crashes on the shore.
In the distance I can see more rising,
Their white foam racing towards me.
But beyond appears calm, disguising 
Approaching danger at my door.

I have a longing to dive in,
To let the waves crash over me.
A cool breeze makes me hesitate,
The sun in and out behind the clouds. 
Foreboding. I walk a little further on.

As I stroll I look long at the horizon.
There is certainty in the constancy 
Of  the wind and waves and sun -
Yet they change moment by moment:
Ever-changing, even if  I close my eyes.

Our Roads

 Daithí Kearney

These narrow roads offer
Endless possibilities
Networks never ending
Yet interest abounds
In the nearest, smallest
Ever changing features
Of  light and leaf  and
Untamed ground.
Distant mountains are rendered
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Small and surmountable
By the space and openness
Beneath the enveloping sky.
They offer challenges for
Another day when
We can conquer and return
To our Versailles.

Hedgerows Hum

 Daithí Kearney

I sometimes wish to be the man
Unregarded  by little hedgerow birds
Moving with thought in perfect peace
Patiently led by nature

Enjoying the sunshine on my back
The summer breeze upon my face
Remembering daffodils that now give way
To meadows of  buttercups and daisies

If  I could sit and chew the cud
Unfazed by passing cars and trucks
Go about my business like a bee
Or float along like ducks

Appearing calm while working hard
Untroubled by the changing weather
Storms blow over, days will end
I’ve what I need and so much more

So much it’s hard to comprehend
My time, my thoughts, I share with you
Amidst nature’s treasures, we share much more
While listening to the hedgerows hum.
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Witness

 Sadie Maskery

It is like a birthday with the candle, love.
No need to be afraid.
The shadows flicker like cartoons.
They tell stories, not nightmares
and it is cosy to cuddle, huddle
together to watch the flame.
I remember, before you were born
fire and laughter were free,
we were careless with light. But look
at the candle, it is enough.
The warmth of  my arms
is enough. There is sufficiency
in a candle flame, however small.
The darkness is pierced
and all that is wrong can be faced
by the righteous, a body was broken
for us, They said the dead would rise.
But not tonight.
Child, watch the candlelight
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Light thickens
 
 Sadie Maskery

Silence has weight, texture,
the colour of  regret,
the fragrance of  forgotten dreams.
So trusting.
So small.
You relax into me when I pick you up,
cover your eyes and nestle
in the hollow of  my throat.
Such softness.
Over the hill, my darling,
I am taking us away. You sigh in sleep.
Such love.
Sun sinking, pretty as an oil painting,
birds flying so high their cries dissolve
into clouds and there is no fear,
no need for goodbyes.
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Day Moon

 Michael McCourt

The day moon hovers over the early
 afternoon, a faint bulb in a blue cloudless
 sky. One edge round and crisp, the other side
 disappearing into the clear ocean of  sky.

A cooling wind settles on the glamour of
 the day and disperses the heat from the
 lazy sun — too sleepy to forcefully announce
 its presence.

The smell of  wildflowers rush in the open car
 windows as we speed down country roads,
 our hair flying wild with wind. Floral notes,
 fill our nostrils to overflowing.

And when we reach the beach, the sand is rough and
 warm and our feet become heavy and each step
 is swallowed and pried out again. We climb
 the steep dunes and stumble down again.

The still lake is dressed in light but its
 smooth surface hides a darker belly, a
 sharp-edged temper, and its cold shallow
 water stings our bare feet.

And when the shadows grow long and languid,
 and the cool evening air curls itself  around us,
 we start for home. Twilight slides into night
 and we ease east lit by two headlights
 and the bright and shifting moon.
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Another Summer Evening Walk

 Michael McCourt

The day’s heat has lifted it’s heavy veil and
The sun slips into a low yawn.
Night begins its rushing in.
You step out to the street,
Cars clamouring by, walk toward the water,
And you make a note of  the separation of  things:
Of  the living and machine,
Of  girl and boy,
Of  hope and fear

Laughter spills out of  a backyard as you pass
And you are folded into this unknown intimacy
Where tendons between strangers grow taut
Like an ardent sigh, a recognition, that becomes a
Song of  ephemeral graces between people and
Their laughter makes you smile.

You reach the water’s edge and dip
Your hands into the dusky water of
Lake Ontario, still warm from the sweltering day.
The lapping water taps the shoreline,
Its hiss against the rock a sonnet of  longing,
Of  touching and leaving
Of  girl and boy
Of  hope and fear

Do you, friend, notice the quiet murmur of
the fleeting day as you walk home, slow like honey,
under the halos of  streetlights?
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South Texas, where she enjoys observing, exploring, and photographing the 
local flora and fauna with her three home-schooled children. She is a staff  
writer for Alebrijes Review. Twitter: @MelissaKNunez

Marissa Glover teaches and writes in Florida, where she spends most of  
her time sweating. Her poetry has been published in Rattle, Rust + Moth, 
SWWIM Every Day, and other journals. Marissa’s first full-length poetry col-
lection, Let Go of  the Hands You Hold, was released by Mercer University Press in 
2021 and her second collection, Box Office Gospel, will be published by Mercer 
in 2023.
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Satya Bosman is a poet originally from South Africa, now living in Kent, 
England. She draws on inspiration from her travels and daily life. She is 
Editor of  the Black Cat Poetry Press and some of  her poems were included in 
their debut nature anthology A Bin Night in November. Her poetry has been 
featured in Dreich 6 Season 5 Magazine, the Soorploom Press, Green Ink Poetry, 
The Wee Sparrow Poetry Press, The Kent and Sussex Poetry Society’s Folio for 2022, 
Duckhead Journal and BBC Radio Kent.

Caitlin C. Baker is a writer from Northeast Ohio and a 2010 graduate of  
Wittenberg University. She enjoys writing poetry, short humor, spooky sto-
ries, and silly little songs about her two cats. She has poetry forthcoming in 
The Belmont Story Review and can be found on Twitter @Honey_BeeKind.

Gary Reddin is a writer, poet, and journalist from Oklahoma. He grew up 
among the cicada songs and tornado sirens and his voice was born in that 
dissonance. He has an MFA from Lindenwood University. He is the au-
thor of  An Abridged History of  American Violence (Rose Rock Press, 2019). His 
work has appeared most recently in The Dillydoun Review, Cathexis Northwest 
Press, The Oklahoma Review and Essay Daily. You can follow him on Twitter:          
@andrewreddin. 

Annie Cowell lives by the sea in Cyprus with her husband and rescue dogs. 
She has work published or forthcoming in Popshot Quarterly, Re - side, Paddler 
Press and others.

When not teaching at the Community College of  Denver, Brian Dickson
avoids driving as much as possible to traipse around the front range region 
by foot, bike, bus or train with kids in tow. His past publications include two 
chapbooks, In a Heart’s Rut (HighFive Press), Maybe This is How Tides Work 
(Finishing Line Press), and one book, All Points Radiant (WordTech, Cherry 
Grove Editions) and various journals. 

DS Maolalaí has received nine nominations for Best of  the Net and seven 
for the Pushcart Prize. His poetry has been released in three collections, 
Love is Breaking Plates in the Garden (Encircle Press, 2016), Sad Havoc Among the 
Birds (Turas Press, 2019) and Noble Rot (Turas Press, 2022).

After spending 30 years in the hustle-bustle of  Los Angeles, Jill Kalter es-
caped to the Applegate Valley in Southern Oregon. She now lives on a small 
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“hobby farm” with her husband/photography collaborator, two border 
collies, one black cat, and six sheep.

John T. Leonard is an award-winning writer, English teacher, and poetry 
editor for Twyckenham Notes. He holds an M.A. in English from Indiana 
University. His previous works have appeared in Chiron Review, December 
Magazine, North Dakota Review, Ethel Zine, Louisiana Literature, Jelly Bucket, Mud 
Season Review, and Trailer Park Quarterly among others. He lives in Elkhart,  
Indiana with his wife, three cats, and two dogs. You can follow him on  
Twitter at @jotyleon and @TwyckenhamNotes.

Nancy Smiler Levinson’s work has appeared in numerous journals and an-
thologies, including Poetica, Jewish Literary Journal, Panoply, Constellations. 
She is author of  Moments of  Dawn: A Poetic Memoir of  Love & Family, Affliction 
& Affirmation, and a collection of  her poetry is forthcoming in a chapbook, 
The Diagnosis Changes Everything. She lives and writes in Los Angeles.

Robert McCarthy is a writer living in New York City. He prefers to use 
formal means to achieve lyric ends. Robert has published poetry in The 
Alchemy Spoon and Dreich Magazine. His work has also appeared in Neologism 
Poetry Journal, Version(9), Madrigal, and Ice Floe Press, among other magazines 
and journals.

Kristin Houlihan is adjusting to bedridden life as a mother, wife, and writ-
er. She uses poetry and creative nonfiction, often written in her head with 
her eyes closed, to make sense of  parenting, marriage, and life with a chron-
ic illness. In addition to appearing in Paddler Press’s Canoe Lake Memories, 
Kristin’s work has been published online by Voidspace and Corporeal.

Ryan Del Mundo Trias lives in Nevada with a dog and two cats.

Bernard Pearson’s work appears in over eighty publications, including Aes-
thetica Magazine, The Edinburgh, The Beach Hut, and Little Stone Journal. In 2017 
a selection of  his poetry In Free Fall was published by Leaf  by Leaf  Press. In 
2019 he won second prize in The Aurora Prize for Writing.

Ankit Raj Ojha is an assistant professor, vocalist and former software engi-
neer from Chapra, Bihar, India. He teaches English at Government College 
Gharaunda, Karnal and is a PhD candidate at IIT Roorkee. He has poetry 
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Custom art prints, seasonal cards,  
invitations and more! 

jacksoncreekpress.ca 
Genuine letterpress since 2005.

and short fiction published/forthcoming in Native Skin, The Dillydoun Review, 
Streetcake Magazine, Roi Fainéant Press, A Thin Slice of  Anxiety, The Broadkill 
Review, The Bitchin’ Kitsch and elsewhere. Ankit’s  research articles appear/
will appear in Routledge and Johns Hopkins University Press journals. His debut 
poetry collection, Pinpricks (Hawakal, ‘22), is available on Amazon. Twitter: 
@ankit_raj01
 
Daithí Kearney is an Irish poet and musician. From Co. Kerry, he now 
lives and lectures in Co. Louth on the east coast. His poetry is inspired by 
his surroundings and his young family.

Sadie Maskery lives in Scotland by the sea. She can be found on Twitter as 
@saccharinequeen and contacted for readings or songs via  
saccharinequeen@gmail.com.
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watsonandlou.com
Paddler Press books are 
available alongside other 

fine publications at  
Watson & Lou on Water 

Street in downtown  
Peterborough.

Deryck N. Robertson’s debut 
chapbook, All We Remember, is 

now available on Amazon. 
 
Robertson’s poetry speaks with a 
careful and rich camera lens, sweeping 
wide to consider the grandeur of   
nature and his place in this world, 
then zooming in on the minute details 
of  living. Within that juxtaposition 
is a beautiful balance of  earthly  
reverence and menial stress, the hu-
man reality we must all contend with 
and learn to appreciate.
Jaime Dill, Editor at Polish & Pitch 

and author of  ‘I Remember Us’

Download your own copy of  
The Covid Verses, a collection 
of  30 poems written during 

the pandemic.

paddlerpress.ca
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